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Abstract.

First results from the optimized helias Wendelstein 7-X stellarator (W7-X)
have shown that core transport is no longer mostly neoclassical, as is the case
in previous kinds of stellarators. Instead, power balance analysis has shown that
turbulent transport poses a serious limitation to the global performance of the
machine. Several studies have found this particularly relevant for ion transport,
with core ion temperatures becoming clamped at relatively low values of Ti ' 1.7
keV, except in the few scenarios in which turbulence can be suppressed. In
order to understand the precise turbulent mechanisms at play and thus design
improved performance scenarios, it is important to have a clear understanding of
the parametric dependencies of turbulent uctuations, and the relation between
them and turbulent transport. As a rst step in this direction, in this work
we use Doppler reectometry measurements carried out during a number of
relevant operational scenarios to provide a systematic characterization of ionscale (k⊥ ρi ' 1) density uctuations in the core of W7-X. Then, we study
the relation between uctuation amplitude and plasma proles and show how
distinct regimes can be dened for the former, depending on normalized gradients
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a/Lne and a/LT i . Furthermore, we discuss the importance of other potentially

relevant parameters such as Te /Ti , Er or collisionality. Comparing the dierent
regimes, we nd that turbulence amplitude depends generally on the gradient
ratio ηi = Lne /LT i , as would be expected for ITG modes, with the exception of a
range of discharges, for which turbulence suppression may be better explained by
an ITG to TEM transition triggered by a drop in collisionality. Finally, we show
a number of scenarios under which Ti,core > 1.7 keV is achieved and how core
uctuations are suppressed in all of them, thus providing experimental evidence
of microturbulence being the main responsible for the limited ion connement in
W7-X.
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1. Introduction

Optimized stellarators are regarded as a potential pathway for fusion reactors in which
the general advantages of stellarators over the tokamaks are conserved (such as stationary pulses, absence of disruptions, etc.) while neoclassical uxes are reduced to
acceptable levels, thus solving or substantially improving one of the main disadvantages of the stellarator approach. The largest device of this kind is currently Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), an optimized helias stellarator in which quasi-isodinamicity is used
to reduce drift orbit losses caused by the three-dimensional magnetic eld inhomogeneity combined with collisions, thus improving the traditional low connement of
stellarators at low collisionalities. This device, which began operation in 2016 [1, 2],
has conducted its last operational phase (OP1.2b) between the months of August and
October of 2018, featuring diverted plasmas and wall boronization, and achieving 200
MJ discharges and complete detachment in the island divertor [3]. While the results of
the rst experimental campaign conrm that neoclassical transport in W7-X has been
reduced with respect to non-optimized stellarators [4], comparison of neoclassical predictions with experimental measurements of the total energy transport suggests that
under most scenarios turbulence accounts for a large fraction of the total transport,
even in the core [5, 6]. This dominant role of turbulence has been invoked to explain
the limited performance of W7-X so far, with energy connement times,
below the empirical ISS04 scaling for high density plasmas [7].
obvious eect of this is a cap on the core ion temperature,
to

Ti,core . 1.7

(ECRH) [6].

τE ,

falling

Perhaps, the most

Ti,core ,

which is limited

keV in gas pu discharges with electron-cyclotron resonance heating

This upper limit is not aected by collisionality levels or the injected

heating power, PECRH , at least in the available range, and is well below the values
expected for neoclassical predictions [8, 9], indicating that this limitation is related to
the high turbulent transport. During the last experimental campaigns, a number of
transient scenarios were found in which this clamping was relaxed and higher
values could be observed.

Ti,core

The most prominent of them is the "high performance"

(HP) operation, equivalent to similar ones reported both in tokamaks [10, 11, 12] and
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other stellarators [13]. It consists of a phase after the injection of pellets during ECRH
operation in which record values of

Ti,core ' 2.5

keV and stored energy,

Wdia ' 1

MJ

are achieved while core transport is substantially reduced, matching neoclassical levels
[14]. Consistently, a substantial reduction of turbulence amplitude is observed experimentally during this phase [15, 16]. Besides HP operation, similar transitory phases
also featuring enhanced density gradients and reduced turbulence have been observed
in W7-X following the injection of impurities [17]. Finally, some scenarios in which

Ti,core > 1.7

keV is temporarily achieved involve the use of neutral beam injection

(NBI) to obtain a steep density gradient [18]. However, the physical picture is more
complicated in those, as some degree of additional ECRH is required, indicating some
complex interplay between transport, fueling and heating.

These results indicate that core turbulent transport will be much more relevant in
optimized stellarators - particularly for the ion channel-, and that a good understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying the turbulence will be critical to achieve
sucient global connement to reach the

Ti = 5 keV physics goal of W7-X in the road

of a stellarator reactor based on the helias concept [19]. In this work, we set out to
approach this objective by performing a systematic characterization of experimental
measurements of ion-scale core turbulence in W7-X, carried out with a Doppler reectometer (DR) under a wide range of relevant scenarios from the last operational
phase, including some of the aforementioned situations in which the
limit is relaxed.

Ti,core . 1.7

keV

After this, we aim to evaluate the impact of dierent plasma pa-

rameters on uctuation amplitude in order to identify the underlying instabilities and
pave the way for a future discussion on the mechanisms regulating turbulent transport and their impact in it the general performance of the machine. It is generally
accepted that ion-scale turbulence in magnetically conned fusion plasmas is dominated by ion-temperature gradient (ITG) modes [20], with spatial scales close to the
ion gyroradius,

k⊥ ρi ' 1,

where

k⊥

is the mode wavelength in the binormal direction.

This kind of drift wave instability typically features a critical stability threshold on
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rameter

α

ηi = Lni /LTi

[21], where

Lα

5

is the local gradient scale of the pa-

(in fact, in the 80s and 90s literature, ITG modes are sometimes referred

to as the "ηi -modes" [22]). In scenarios with at density proles,
mode is destabilized when a certain normalized gradient

R/LTi

Ln → ∞,

the ITG

is exceeded instead

[23]. While this physical picture was initially developed for tokamaks, it is considered
to be valid also for stellarators. In particular, recent linear calculations show this for
W7-X, with

ηi

thresholds in the range of

ηi,c ' 1

[24, 25]. This strong dependency

on plasma proles has been used to explain the HP regime as the result of ITG mode
suppression: indeed, during the pellet phase a strong density gradient is built while
core temperatures drop as the result of the cold ion and electron populations resulting from the pellets.

Then, after the pellet injection has substantially decreased

values, the connement is improved and turbulent transport reduced.

ηi

Consistently

with this interpretation, the reduction in turbulent heat ux is only observed in the
ion channel, with electron heat transport remaining clearly above neoclassical levels
during the HP phase [14]. This relation to ITG turbulence could as well explain the
transient nature of this regime: after turbulence is suppressed,

Ti

would increase as a

result of the enhanced connement and eventually the density and its peaking would
decay, recovering high

ηi

values, thus destabilizing turbulence again and ending the

transitory phase.

Density and temperature gradients are determinant for the ITG mode, and therefore the main quantities to be compared to uctuation measurements for their characterization. However, there are other parameters that should be considered, as they
may aect the stability of these modes: rst, although gradients are enough to excite
an ITG mode in the slab approximation, when more realistic geometries are considered the destabilizing eect of the

∇B

and curvature drifts become important.

As

a result, ITG modes appear preferentially in regions of bad curvature (prone to interchange instabilities) in toroidal geometries, which in the case of W7-X comprise a
localized band around the outer midplane in the bean section [26, 27, 28]. Another
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for a given set of gradients when

Te /Ti > 1

Te /Ti

6

ratio, which reduces the stability

(and increases it in the opposite case).

This has been discussed in the literature for the case of W7-X, for which linear simulations carried out with the gyrokinetic code GENE found the ITG critical temperature
gradient to be a decreasing function of

Te /Ti

ratio, while growth rates increased with

it [25, 9]. As well, there are experimental evidence of both density uctuation amplitude and turbulent impurity transport being enhanced in W7-X by increasing
when laser blow-o is used to inject various impurities under dierent levels of
heating [29]. Radial electric elds,

Er ,

E×B

PECRH

may also have a noticeable inuence in tur-

bulent uctuations, at least through two separate mechanisms: rst, local
an

Te /Ti

Er

induces

rotation in the plasma which may displace uctuations on each ux surface

away from the regions of instability [24]. Second, if a strong

Er

shear is present, the

resulting shear ow may decorrelate turbulent structures, thereby reducing turbulence
[30]. Turbulence suppression by
stabilization eect of

Er

Er

shear has been observed in W7-X [31, 32] and the

has been studied by means of gyrokinetic simulations, which

conrmed the existence of this mechanism but found its eect to be less than that
of proles [33, 16]. Finally, ITG modes are not the only possible instabilities in the

k⊥ ρi ' 1

scale.

Another mode which may play a role in ion heat transport is the

trapped electron mode (TEM) [34], a loose term designating a family of instabilities
driven by either the

ne

or the

Te

gradient. This mode, which has been found to be

relevant for transport in stellarators [35], is generated by the electron population having magnetically trapped orbits. As a result, it is most unstable in regions in which
bad curvature is in the vicinity of a local minimum of

|B|

along the eld line [36]

and only can be excited for suciently low values of electron collision frequency,

νe .

TEMs may interact in complex ways with ITG modes, and a transition between them
may occur if the relation between the relevant parameters (ηi ,

ηe , νe )

changes.

In

particular, such transition from TEM to ITG has been observed in tokamaks when
collisionality was raised above a certain threshold, in good agreement with theoretical
predictions by the gyrokinetic code GS2 [37]. In order to provide a characterization
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of core turbulence, all these parameters are to be measured and discussed along with
the uctuations.

Two nal comments regarding the scope of the study are in order:

rst, only

data from a single magnetic conguration (standard) will be considered, leaving the
analysis of the inuence of magnetic geometry parameters for future work. Second,
the focus of this paper is mostly to provide an empirical description of the dierent
regimes of turbulence in relevant scenarios of operation, and the relation between
measured uctuations and the previously discussed parameters. In this sense, it must
be stressed that general performance is determined by global turbulent transport,
which is measured by power balance analysis [38, 14], or only recently in stellarators,
calculated by means of nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations [39, 33, 40].

The relation

between DR measurements of local uctuations and such global turbulent transport is
by no means trivial and, leaving aside some preliminary results which can be advanced
from the data presented here, is considered out of the scope of this work and will be
addressed at length in a forthcoming one.
follows:

The rest of the paper is organized as

the main diagnostics and analysis methodology are described in section 2

and the selected scenarios in section 3. Then, experimental results are presented in
section 4 and compared to the various parameters in section 5. To conclude, results
are discussed and conclusions outlined in section 6.

2. Methodology

The main diagnostic used to characterize turbulence in this study is a Doppler
reectometer, a device capable of providing a

k⊥ -selective

measure of the amplitude

of density uctuations as well as their laboratory-frame perpendicular velocity based
respectively on the power and Doppler shift of the backscattered power of a microwave
beam launched into the plasma. The DR was rst used to measure the radial electric
eld in the W7-AS stellarator [41] and the Tore Supra tokamak [42] and has since
become a standard diagnostic for the study of

Er

and turbulence in both kinds of
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devices [43, 44, 45, 46], including some currently in development such as JT60-SA [47]
or ITER [48]. A DR is based on the fact that an electromagnetic wave launched into a
plasma propagates radially until a cuto layer is reached, dened as the point in which
its refractive index,

N,

achieves its minimum value. If the beam is launched with an

oblique angle, and turbulence of a certain amplitude is present at the cuto layer, a
fraction of the power of the incident beam is backscattered by density uctuations
with a perpendicular wavenumber fullling the Bragg criterion,

k⊥ = 2ki ,

where

ki

is

the wavenumber of the incident beam [49]. In a monostatic DR, this backscattered
wave travels back to the emitting antenna, where it is measured. For low turbulence
levels the backscattered power,

S,

is related to the density uctuations through the

simple relation:

S ∝ (δn)2 ,
where

δn

(1)

is the amplitude of density uctuations [50, 51]. Besides, the frequency

of the backscattered wave is shifted due to the Doppler eect induced by the perpendicular velocity,

S

and

u⊥

ω D , AD ,

u⊥ ,

of the density uctuations of

k⊥

wavenumber. Therefore, both

can be obtained from the measurement of the Doppler peak characteristics

and

∆ωD

(respectively the Doppler frequency shift, and the peak height and

width): rst, the backscattered power can be estimated as
to determine

δn

from

S,

S = AD ∆ωD /2π .

In order

it must be noted that both the microwave generator and the

various microwave transmission systems feature a dierent power response depending
on the beam frequency.

As a result, a power calibration of the complete system is

required for each frequency in order to obtain a general form of equation (1).

As

explained in [16], this is done by a combination of a direct calibration of the ex-vessel
system components, information provided by the manufacturer of the ones inside the
vacuum vessel and systematic error analysis methods.
permits the calculation of

u⊥

Then,

if the wavenumber is known.

This rotation measure-

ment can then be used to estimate the local radial electric eld,

u ⊥ ' vE ,

where

vE = |E × B|/B 2

is the

E×B

ωD = u · k ' u⊥ k⊥

Er ,

by assuming that

bulk velocity of the plasma. This

approximation is only correct if this velocity dominates the turbulence phase veloc-
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Such approach has often found to be correct in stellarator plasmas

[49, 52, 53] and is supported at the core of W7-X by the general good agreement between

Er

proles calculated form DR data and neoclassical code predictions [54, 16].

A more detailed discussion about the validity of this approximation and its limits can
be found elsewhere [55].

The DR provides a good localization of turbulence amplitude and rotation both
in real space and in the wavenumber spectrum: if the wave is polarized in the O-mode
(as in the DR used in this study),

N

is only a function of the beam frequency,

ω,

and

the local electron density,

2



N =
where


ωp2
1− 2 ,
ω

ωp = (ne e2 /0 me )1/2

(2)

is the plasma frequency and

ne , e

and

me

stand for

the electron density, charge and mass. Under the slab approximation and assuming
small refraction, the beam incidence at the cuto layer can be associated to the launching angle of the beam,
setting the condition
lence becomes
wave.

θ0 .

In this case, the cuto density,

Nco = sin θ0 .

k⊥ = 2k0 sin θ0 ,

Once the value of

nco

nco ,

can be calculated by

Also, the wavenumber of the backscattering turbu-

where

k0

is the vacuum wavenumber of the launched

is known for a given beam frequency, an independent

measurement of the density prole is also required in order to infer its radial position.
In a more realistic setting, density proles must be used as an input for a ray tracing
code in order to calculate the evolution of the refraction index and the incidence angle
of the beam. Along this work, such density proles were obtained using the Thomson
scattering (TS) diagnostic [56] and the Travis ray-tracing code [57] was used to perform the calculation of

k⊥ , nco

and the cuto position.

For this work, we will use the DR system installed in the AEA-21 port of W7-X
(toroidal angle

φ = 72◦ )

with the xed-angle antenna below the equator [58]. This

monostatic DR features a combination of V-band frequencies (50-75 GHz) and Omode polarization, which yield cuto densities of

2.8 · 1019

−3

m

< nco < 6.3 · 1019
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m
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in the slab approximation, as indicated by equation (2). These values mean that

access to a wide radial range of positions from the SOL to the core is possible under

0.5 < ρ < 1

if core

ρ ≡ (Ψ/ΨLCF S )1/2

is the

most experimental scenarios, typically obtaining measurements for
plasma densities are not particularly high or low, where

radial magnetic coordinate dened using the toroidal ux through a given magnetic
surface,

Ψ,

and LCFS stands for last closed ux surface.

the whole frequency range is swept over time, with
quency by

1

GHz.

10

Under typical operation,

ms steps increasing the fre-

This means that a full radial prole is produced every

250

ms.

The AEA-21 port is located at the bean-shaped cross section of the plasma and the
launching position of this DR leads to measurement points near the outer midplane,
where ITG turbulence is expected to be most unstable [27, 28]. In gure 1, a view
of this cross section is provided, along with a typical radial prole of measurement
points, the position and launching angle of the antenna and one beam trajectory for
reference. For this diagnostic, typical
the

k⊥ ' 7 − 11

−1

cm

k⊥

values of the backscattering turbulence are in

. Since the launching angle is xed, these values depend mostly

on the beam frequency, and therefore are also linked to the cuto-layer position. This
is represented in the bottom plot of gure 2, where the local values of
to calculate the

k⊥ ρi

Ti

are used

values of the measured turbulence for a number of discharges

representative of the scenarios which will be discussed in the study. As can be seen,

k⊥ ρi ' 1 − 1.5

is achieved in the highlighted

ρ = 0.5 − 0.6

region used for the analysis

(as will be explained in the next section). It is worth mentioning that all scenarios
have similar

k⊥

proles, and thus the somewhat dierent values of

k⊥ ρi

obtained for

the high performance regime (black stars) are mostly caused by the dierent
les found in this regime, as will be discussed in the next section.
the Introduction, this

k ⊥ ρi

Ti

pro-

As advanced in

value represents a good measurement point for ion-scale

turbulence and for ITG modes in particular.

Besides the DR, data from other diagnostics were required for this study. First,
an interferometer [59] is used to calculate the plasma density averaged over a line
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Bean cross section of the standard conguration. The LCFS is indicated
as a dotted red line. The DR antenna position is represented as a black triangle and
the beam launching direction as a dashed line. Typical measurement points for the
0.4 < ρ < 1.05 range are indicated as blue crosses. The result of one of the ray tracing
calculations is included as a reference as a thin red line.
Figure 1:

crossing the core,
plasma.

n̄e ,

in order to provide a reference for the global density of the

Then, the TS system is used to obtain

ne

and

Te

proles.

As already ex-

plained, density proles are required for the radial localization of DR measurements,
and both kinds of proles are used to obtain local plasma parameters and normalized gradients,

a/LTi ,

a/Ln

and

a/LTe .

In order to obtain

Ti

proles, from which to derive

two dierent diagnostics are used: rst, the X-ray imaging crystal spectrome-

ter (XICS) is used routinely to obtain

Ti

measurements from the plasma core to most

of the edge by tting argon impurity spectral lines [60]. As well, when NBI power is
injected (either as means of plasma heating, or in short blips for diagnostic purposes),
the charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy system (CXRS) becomes available
[61] and provides

Ti

and rotation data (only the former is used in this study). The

agreement between the two kinds of

Ti

proles and with

Te

data is generally good:
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electron and ion temperatures have similar values and gradients at the edge. Moving towards the core, both proles depart at a a certain radius,

0.5 < ρT < 0.75

ρT

(typically in the

range, depending on plasma parameters) after which the

Ti

prole

becomes atter. When combining all diagnostics to provide a coherent picture, some
adjustments have been found to be required. First, in ECRH discharges all heating
power is deposited in the electron species and then transferred to the ions via collisions.

For this reason, proles for which

Ti > Te

are considered unphysical (not

so in NBI discharges, for which that situation is indeed feasible). Therefore, in this
case

Ti

values are substituted by

Te

ones whenever this situation is found. This leads

sometimes to a problem when using XICS proles, which are found to overestimate

Ti

by around

100 − 200

eV over the whole prole. Because of this, the two proles

do not join smoothly, leading to discontinuities in the

a/LTi

values. However, it has

been found generally that if the whole XICS prole is shifted to overcome that bias,
not only the agreement with the TS data is good for
between XICS and CXRS improves notably.
reach a smooth coupling with the TS

Te

ρ > ρT ,

but also the agreement

Therefore, XICS data is corrected to

prole.

3. Analyzed scenarios

The objective of this study is to provide a systematic characterization of core density
uctuations and to discuss how they are related to the local drive of turbulence.
Therefore,

as advanced in the Introduction,

all selected discharges will have a

common conguration in order to avoid mixing up possible eects associated to the
characteristics of the magnetic conguration with those related to the gradient values.
The standard conguration [62] has been selected for this, as it was the most widely
used during the campaign, thus providing a substantially larger database than the
rest.

Within this subset of the experimental results, selected data should ideally

be representative of the most relevant operational regimes achieved during the 2018
experimental campaign and cover the widest possible range of plasma parameters.
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However, as discussed in the previous section, the DR imposes certain limitations on
that range, as it can only measure uctuation amplitude values within a range of
operational parameters for which the core region is accessible for a given frequency
band and polarization.

This parametric space is presented in gure 2, in which

W7-X operational limits are indicated as two solid lines:

the rst represents the

maximum ECRH power typically available during the campaign, PECRH,max
MW [63]. This limit is exceeded by a few discharges, as up to

3.5

' 7

MW of NBI could

be injected on top of the PECRH . The second is the critical density limit, which has
been calculated taking from [7] the boronized wall values (featuring a low impurity
fraction,

fimp = 0.5%)

for ECRH discharges,

and considering as a prole shape factor‡ the average value

δ ' 1.33.

As well, the density limits to DR operation are

indicated by shadowing both regions below the lowest cuto density (which can not
be probed by the V-band) and those for which the highest frequencies can only probe
the edge of the plasma.

Finally, in order to carry out a meaningful comparison of

uctuation levels between dierent plasma regimes, a common and relatively narrow
radial region must be selected, thus imposing further constrains in the shape of the
density prole. Taking into account the availability of data and the localization of the
observed changes in uctuation proles (which will be discussed in the next section),
the region

0.5 < ρ < 0.6

is selected, and only discharges including data in this range

are considered in the study. As well, given the high sensitivity of the turbulence on
the driving gradients, this relatively narrow radial region has been selected with the
aim of limiting the dispersion in normalized gradient values, thus presenting a unique
kind of turbulent regime for a given discharge and time. Once all these constrains are
taken into account, a database of more than

150

points from

18

dierent discharges

is created. As can be seen in gure 2, measurements (indicated as colored symbols)
are selected to cover most of the accessible region, specially taking into account that
the maximum theoretically available ECRH power was rarely achieved, with most
discharges featuring lower power levels in the PECRH

≤ 6 MW range.

On top of that,

‡ The prole shape factor, δ , is a parameter introduced in [7] which relates the edge density and the
line-averaged density, as measured by the interferometer.
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a few extra measurements have been selected as representative of scenarios in which
the

Ti,core

clamping is relaxed.

This way, the database is divided into three main

families of discharges which will be discussed separately along this work:

- Gas pu-fueled, ECRH-heated discharges.

These represent the bulk of the

2018 experiments and are represented as blue circles. Due to dierences in the
behaviour of uctuations which will be introduced in the next section, dark/light
colors are used to designate data points above/below a density value of

−3

m

, which will be in the following referred to as

n̄0 .

n̄e ' 5·1019

These two subgroups will

be referred in the following as "high/low density ECRH".
- High

Ti,core ,

NBI-heated

discharges.

aforementioned scenario in which

These

Ti,core > 1.7

discharges

represent

the

keV is achieved by a particular

combination of NBI and ECRH heating. They are represented as reddish squares,
with an orange/dark red color indicating full/reduced ECRH power in addition
to NBI heating (see gure 4 below).
- Pellet-fueled, ECRH heated, high performance discharges.

These data points

represent the transient high connement regime found after pellet fueling, also
reaching

Ti,core > 1.7

keV and already discussed in the Introduction.

are represented as black stars.
discharges with similar

n̄e

and

They

Blue stars correspond to conventional ECRH

PECRH

values, used as a reference.

In order to facilitate the description of these families of discharges,

a few

representative cases have been selected for each (indicated in gure 2 as solid symbols).
These examples will be used to guide the discussion and to provide more details when a
full representation of the whole database would be impractical. Next, these particular
discharges are presented and used to show paradigmatic data from each of the groups.

3.1. ECRH discharges
Four discharges have been selected to represent the rst group, all of which are shown
in gure 3. The rst two are
(PECRH

180920.013

and

180920.017,

use the same heating power

' 4.7 MW) and feature constant density values respectively below and above
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Top: Parametric map of the experimental data. Measurement points are
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the DR. Data points are representative of the scenarios discussed in section 3. The
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Figure 3:

n̄0 .

As well, short NBI blips are injected for instrumental purposes, thus allowing

for the use of CXRS in the corresponding times. Theses discharges are represented
in the plots at the top row of the gure.
density ramps, in which

181017.033,
(PECRH

n̄e

Instead,

181017.033

and

181018.021

are

is increased for the duration of the discharge. Discharge

displayed in the bottom left of the gure, features high heating power

'6

MW) and crosses the

n̄0

limit around one half into the shot. One time

is selected for each part of the discharge in this case.
right) features lower heating power (PECRH

'4

Instead,

MW) and

181018021

n̄e > n̄0

(bottom

at all times. In

these last two shot, the representative point has been selected at time corresponding
respectively to the highest density value.

Given the interest of these shots, a large

number of frequency ramps have been analyzed for each of them (10-15 for each
discharge), leading to a corresponding cloud of points around the solid symbol in
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Figure 4: Representative NBI heated discharge. Plots and colors as in gure 3. Orange
and red dashed lines indicate the times corresponding to the symbols of the same colors
in gure 2 and successive.

gure 2. In the case of the density ramps, these clouds extend vertically, as they cover
the full range of density values found in the discharge.

3.2. NBI discharges
The two NBI heating regimes shown in gure 2 correspond to dierent times of a
family of discharges in which dierent levels of ECRH and NBI are alternated with a
relatively stable density. Discharge

180919.039

is presented in gure 4 as an example

of this, with dashed lines indicating the two times corresponding to the symbols of the
same color. As can be seen, rst there is a phase with only ECRH heating, featuring
parameters not too far from those of

180920.017

with slightly lower density. Then, for

2.5 s < t < 4 s, the full 3.5 MW of available NBI

(top right plot of gure 3), although

power are injected into the plasma for a total nominal heating power in excess of

8

MW (in fact, nominal NBI values may somewhat overestimate the actual power being
deposited in the plasma [64]), causing a moderate increase of density and stored energy.
Finally, for

t>4

s there is a third phase in which the NBI heating is conserved, while

ECRH heating is reduced to only

PECRH ' 0.5

is increased across the whole prole and

MW. In this phase, density gradient

Ti,core

slightly over the clamping limit is

achieved. Nevertheless, as density rises later in the discharge (t
phase ends and

Ti,core

drops again under the limit.

>5

s) this transient
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Figure 5:

3.3. High performance discharges
High performance (HP) discharges have already been described at length in the
literature [14], including a dedicated study of the DR data which already showed
how this regime is characterized by a strong suppression of turbulence and a steep
Er well at the plasma edge [16]. In this work, we take a few representative examples
from that study, in which several discharges featuring a HP phase were compared to
conventional gas-pu ECRH ones with equivalent density and
such comparisons is presented in gure 5: on the top plots,
characteristic pellet-induced, sharp increase of density after
phase: a fast, transient improvement of

Wp

and

τE

PECRH

values. One of

180918.045

features the

t = 2 s, followed by the HP

after the end of the pellet injection.

In the bottom plots, a gas-pu fueled discharge with a density ramp equivalent to the
high density ECRH shots previously discussed. In it, a time is selected such that values
close to those of the HP phase in

180918.045

are achieved in both

n̄e

and

PECRH .

4. Experimental results

The families dened in the previous section will be used as reference to describe the
dierent experimental regimes observed in the database, often referring to the representative discharges highlighted in gure 2. First, typical density and temperature
proles are presented in gure 6: in it, data from each family are displayed in a sepa-
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including, from left to right, ECRH, NBI and HP. The HP family includes its reference
ECRH phase in blue. Colors correspond to the symbols in gure 2.
Figure 6:

rate column, including density and electron/ion temperature proles and normalized
gradients,

a/Lα , a being the plasma minor radius, measured by TS, CXRS and XICS,

as discussed in section 2. Each curve stands for one of the representative discharges,
sharing color with the corresponding symbol in gure 2. As can be seen, density proles are typically at towards the core, featuring

a/Lne ≤ 0.5

for

ρ < 0.7.

Instead,

a dierent situation can be seen in the third phase of the NBI discharges (in red)
and during the HP phases, in which the density prole becomes substantially more
peaked. As well, it can be seen how as density increases in ECRH scenarios, the shape
of the prole (and thus the gradients) becomes slightly more peaked, but does not
change substantially. Electron temperature is the parameter with a greatest degree of
external control, as it depends directly on
of several keV and up to

Te,core ' 5

PECRH

and density, reaching core values

keV for the low density ECRH shots in gure 6.
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As a result,
for

Te

gradient reaches rather high values in all cases, with

ρ = 0.5 − 0.6.

Finally,

Ti

proles contrast with those of

Te

20

a/LTe ' 3 − 4

as a result of the

clamping already discussed in the Introduction: with a few exceptions,
similar to those of

Te

Ti

proles are

at the edge, but then become atter at the core (a/LTi

≤2

for

ρ = 0.5 − 0.6) and remain below the core limit value of Ti,core ' 1.7 keV. Again, gure
6 show two exceptions to this rule, as already discussed and reported elsewhere in the
literature [14, 18]: the third phase of the NBI discharges featuring reduced values of

PECRH ,

in which

Ti,core

reaches 1.9 keV, and the HP phase, in which

Ti,core

values

clearly exceeding the clamping value are found.

Once the plasma proles have been presented for the dierent cases, measurements from the DR can be discussed: in gure 7, characteristic

Er

proles from each

family are displayed. Again, solid symbols correspond the representative points of the
same colors in gure 2. As can be seen,

Er

proles in ECRH discharges are consistent

with those already presented in previous work, in which good qualitative agreement
with neoclassical predictions was found [54, 16]: negative

Er

inside the conned region,

in good agreement with the dominant ion-root ambipolar condition at the plasma edge
[65], and positive in the SOL. Lower density discharges feature stronger electric eld
at the edge, with more negative minimum values around

ρ ' 0.9.

NBI shots show

Er

proles which are remarkably similar to those of high density ECRH discharges in the
core. Instead, it can be seen that no eld reversal is observed around the separatrix,
suggesting a dierent behaviour at the SOL, with substantially reduced or even negative values of

Er .

The reason for this is unclear and should be addressed in a separate

work. Finally, as already discussed in [16], HP phases display substantially stronger
negative electric eld (note the dierent scale in gure 7), which reach their minimum
around

ρ ' 0.7.

As shown in previous work this value depends on the ECRH heating

and density: lowest

Er

values can be reached by increasing

hollow points corresponding to discharge
in blue), with a

PECRH · n̄e

PECRH · n̄e

as shown by

180918.041 (and the corresponding reference

value roughly

10%

greater than that of

180918.045,

rep-
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Figure 7: Radial electric eld measurements from the DR. Local Er values are
presented, with no |∇r| normalization to account for ux expansion in the magnetic
surface [54]. As in gure 6, each column corresponds to a dierent family of discharges
(from left to right, ECRH, NBI and HP), with colors following the same convention.
Solid symbols correspond the representative points of the same colors in gure 2.
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Figure 8: Fluctuation measurements from the DR. Signal power, S is represented in
dB. As in gure 6, each column corresponds to a dierent family of discharges (from
left to right, ECRH, NBI and HP), with colors following the same convention. Solid
symbols correspond the representative points of the same colors in gure 2.

resented by solid symbols).

Figure 8 displays the measurements of density uctuations from the DR following
the same convention of symbols, columns and colors as gure 7. In them, signal power

S ∝ δn2

is represented in dB. As can be seen, uctuation proles are similar in all

high density ECRH discharges (including the reference phase of the HP family): a
sharp decrease in the vicinity of the separatrix followed by a shallow decreasing slope
towards the core, reaching values around

ρ ' 0.5 − 0.6.

S ' −15

dB for the analyzed radial region,

It must be taken into account that, given the logarithmic scale of

the y-axis, this shallow slope still implies a drop of an order of magnitude in signal
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power with respect to the levels at the separatrix. Starting from this baseline case,
a reduction in core turbulence amplitude can be seen in three scenarios: rst, in the
left plot, low density ECRH discharges have similar values at
ture a marked drop of
previous case at

S

ρ = 0.5.

starting around

ρ ' 0.8

ρ ' 0.9,

and falling ca.

10

but then feadB below the

A very similar observation can be made in the third phase

of the NBI discharges (corresponding to reduced ECRH heating) in the central plot,
although interestingly, the intermediate phase -with full ECRH and NBI heating- remains mostly unaected. Finally, on the right plot, HP discharges display a somewhat
sharper suppression of turbulence than the other two scenarios, which may in some
cases start at more exterior radial positions
range of

S ' −30

ρ > 0.8.

In this case, signal power in the

are achieved. Besides the behaviour at the core, it is interesting

to point out that, between the

ρ ' 0.9

region -in which similar

S

values are found in

all scenarios- and the separatrix, dierent levels of turbulence can be found: ECRH
cases with lower density feature a stronger suppression of turbulence in that region,
which suggests a relation to the greater

Er

shear present in those cases [54]. However,

a detailed discussion of edge turbulence is out of the scope of this work, and will be
addressed in future studies.

As well, it must be pointed out that, as indicated in

section 2, this interpretation of the data involves the hypothesis that turbulence levels
are low enough for a linear power response. For higher turbulence levels, the response
of the signal to the uctuations becomes non-linear, increasing substantially the complexity of the analysis [66, 67], as the relation between
depending on the region of the

k⊥

S

and

δn

changes non-trivially

spectrum being measured, thus invalidating the

simple relation in equation (1). A discussion of the non-linear power response eects
on the DR measurements is out of the scope of this work and is left for future studies.
In any case, there are two reasons to expect that these eects are not too relevant for
the results presented here: rst, we will only be discussing measurements carried out
in the core region, with radial positions meeting

ρ < 0.6.

In this region, uctuation

levels are expected to be moderate and therefore non-linear eects substantially less
likely to become relevant. Second, as can be seen in gure 2,

k⊥

values of the dis-
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Figure 9:

cussed uctuations are very similar due to the narrow radial region being considered.
This also reduces the risk of the analysis being aected by non-linear eects, since no
comparison is made between dierent regions of the wavenumber spectrum.

5. Characterization of potential drives for turbulence

Once uctuations and proles have been independently characterized, the relation between them can be addressed by relating uctuation levels to the dierent elements
potentially driving or suppressing turbulence. In gure 9 the relation to local gradients is shown, with

S

measurements from all three families of discharges represented

as a function of normalized gradients of

ne , Te

and

Ti .

As can be seen, the marked de-

crease of uctuations in low density ECRH discharges observed in gure 8 can not be
associated to any substantial dierences in the gradients with respect to the high density ones: both groups share very similar, low values of density gradient,
with the former featuring higher values of

a/LTi .

a/LTe

a/Ln < 0.5,

and also slightly lower values of

In NBI discharges, the second phase (full NBI+ECRH power, displayed as

orange squares) features similar levels of uctuations to those of high density ECRH
discharges, and consistently, present very similar gradient values as that sub-group.
Instead, in the third phase (reduced ECRH phase, displayed as red squares), the substantial decrease of uctuations coincides with a clear increase of

ne

and

Ti

gradients,
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as well as a more moderate decrease of

a/LTe ,
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consistent with the reduction of elec-

tron heating. Finally, the strong suppression of turbulence measured in HP discharges
follows the trends observed for the NBI discharges in density and ion temperatures,
with steeper proles and higher normalized gradients as well as even lower uctuation
amplitudes.

These trends become more clear when uctuations are represented as a function
of both

a/Ln

and

a/LTi ,

as in gure 10: as can be seen, each of the families is neatly

separated in a dierent region of the parameter space (highlighted in the gure with
colored globes). In general, it can be said that the increase of density gradients for
NBI and HP regimes is substantially stronger than that of

a/LTi ,

trend of increasing uctuations with the gradient ratio parameter

leading to a clear

ηi = Ln /LTi .

fact, highlighted by a few dashed lines indicating selected values of

ηi

This

in the plot, is

perfectly consistent with ITG turbulence expectations, as will be discussed in section
6. There is however, one exception to this general trend, which is represented to the
group of low

S

points in the lower left corner of the ECRH group. As can be deduced

from the values presented in gure 9, these points correspond to the low density ECRH
discharges. In this case, the reduction of uctuation amplitude seems to be related
to a dierent physical process as their

ηi

values are rather similar, if not greater than

the ones corresponding to high density ECRH shots, featuring high

S

values.

This

dierent behaviour will also be addressed in the Discussion.

Besides the value of local gradients, there are at least two other factors potentially
inuencing the growth of turbulent modes. The rst of them is the local

Te /Ti

ratio,

which is expected to destabilize ITG turbulence. In gure 11 the measured uctuation
level is represented as a function of this ratio and no clear trends can be extracted
from the data: as can be seen in gure 6,

Ti

Te

never takes values much higher than

in the analyzed radial range (although it does for lower values of

Te /Ti < 1.5

for the whole data set, and similar values of

Te /Ti ' 1

ρ).

As a result

can be observed
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in the rather dierent high density ECRH and HP phases. Moreover, in the case in
which a strongest change of this ratio is observed -low density ECRH discharges-, its
increase of up to

50%

with respect to high density ECRH discharges corresponds to a

strong decrease of uctuations. This is contrary to expectations based on ITG models
and reinforces the idea of some dierent physical phenomenon being responsible of the
turbulence suppression observed in this family of discharges. The radial electric eld
is a second factor potentially inuencing uctuations, which are represented as a func-
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tion of the former in gure 12. In the top plot, results already shown in gures 7 and
8 are summarized representing

S

as a function of the local value of

the measurement location, without

|∇r|

S

(i.e., values at

normalization to account for ux expansion

in the magnetic surface [54]): for most cases,
the amplitude of uctuations, with

Er

Er

values remain mostly unrelated to

changing over one order of magnitude while

remains contained in a relatively narrow value range of

−15

to

−10

Er

kV/m. Instead,

substantially stronger electric elds are measured in the HP discharges, which also
feature lower uctuation amplitudes. In the bottom plot, uctuations are represented
as a function of the minimum value of the

Er

for the corresponding general shearing eect of

prole, which can be seen as a proxy

Er .

Although the eect is still weak

for all but the HP scenarios, in this case a somewhat clearer trend can be observed, in
which uctuations tend to be reduced as the

Er

well deepens. This result is consistent

with previous work [16], in which this was analyzed in detail by means of global linear
gyrokinetic simulations using the code EUTERPE and it was concluded that, while
and

Er

Er

shear cause a reduction in the growth rate of instabilities, this contribution is

small when compared to the eect of local gradients. Previous simulations carried out
with the code GENE also found that, while

Er

causes a displacement of uctuations

towards regions of the magnetic surface with lower curvature thus contributing to the
stabilization of the turbulence in W7-X, this eect is still secondary to the inuence
of proles [33].

6. Discussion and conclusions

The parametric dependencies of density uctuations described in the previous chapter
allow us to dene a "baseline scenario", which is found under most operational regimes,
including all ECRH heated plasmas beyond a certain density

n̄0 ' 5·1019 m−3 and also

many NBI-heated discharges (including in particular the discharge phases discussed
earlier in which NBI power is combined with high levels of ECRH). In it, uctuations
show only a shallow decline towards the core, still having comparatively large ampli-
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Figure 12:

tudes in the range of

S ' −15

dB at the

0.5 < ρ < 0.6

region.

These discharges

are characterized at the core by a relatively at density prole with rather low
values and core ion temperatures never exceeding the clamping
featuring also moderate

a/LTi

a/Ln

Ti,core ' 1.7 keV, thus

values. However, since the former is atter than the

latter, this leads to rather high values of

ηi ' 5 − 10,

which would be consistent with

fully developed ITG modes. From this baseline scenario, two dierent pathways for
core turbulence reduction have been observed in the surveyed operational regimes, one
of which seems to be consistently related to changes in local values of gradients, while
the second does not so clearly.
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Figure 13:

The rst pathway is represented by the third phase of NBI shots (featuring reduced ECRH heating, as seen in gure 4) and HP phases. In both cases, uctuations
are suppressed as density and ion temperature gradients increase. As shown in gure
10, the former increases faster than the latter in both cases, leading to a net reduction
of

ηi .

If uctuations are represented as a function of

ηi ,

as is done in gure 13, this

eect is manifest: a clear threshold is set between baseline discharges, which have
a constant, high level of uctuations for

ηi > 5,

while

S

falls with

ηi

for

ηi < 5.

Again, this behaviour of turbulence would be consistent with that of ITG modes, and
the observed reduction in the scattered power measured by the DR would indicate
lower turbulence amplitude as the result of the stabilization of such mode following
the drop of

ηi ,

in good agreement with theoretical expectations. According to these

data, ITG modes would be destabilized for some value
range, and would saturate for values in the order of
scenario sets in.

ηi ' 5,

out of the measured

after which the baseline

Interestingly, this is consistent with linear gyrokinetic simulations

carried out for W7-X, yielding an
values of

ηi,c ≤ 2

Te /Ti ' 1

ηi,c ' 1

ITG critical threshold when the observed

are considered [25]. In the particular case of the HP discharges,

the question remains about whether the strong observed

Er

may be also playing a

role in the suppression of turbulence. In this sense, it must be noted that NBI and
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Er

values (in particular, it seems clear that

in line with the idea of

Er

Er

ηi
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despite their rather dierent

does not play a role in the former),

playing a supporting but non-essential role in turbulence

suppression as already discussed in the previous section. A word of caution is in order,
though: while the dierent groups seem to be suciently separated and the existence
of some threshold between them is clear, the quality of the ts to the experimental
proles of density and temperature is probably not enough to attempt a quantitative
description. Therefore, exact values such as the
the

S

vs.

ηi

ηi = 5

limit or the apparent value of

slope should be approached with care.

The second pathway is represented by low density ECRH discharges. In this case,
a reduction of uctuations is observed without a clear change in the local gradients.
In particular, as can be seen in gure 13, these points feature the same or even higher
values of

ηi

than those of the high density discharges, and never go below the previ-

ously introduced threshold at

ηi ' 5.

As discussed in the previous section and shown

in gures 8 and 12, no major changes are observed either in

Er

this reduction, specially in the radial region under discussion.

which could justify
Looking at gure 6

it can be seen that the main dierence between the two groups of ECRH discharges
at the core is that those with lower densities also feature substantially larger
ues. As a consequence of this, the

Te /Ti

Te

val-

ratio is also somewhat increased in them as

shown in gure 11, which makes once again the reduction of uctuations inconsistent
with the expectations for ITG turbulence. Another consequence of the lower densities and higher electron temperatures is that electron collisionality,
substantially lower in this group of discharges.

−3/2

νe ∝ ne Te

is

This points towards another possi-

ble explanation for the observed suppression of turbulence: since a strong

a/LTe

is

present in all the ECRH scenarios (specially so in the low density ECRH discharges),
a reduction of collisionality below a certain threshold might destabilize some TEM
which would then become the dominant turbulent mode at the expense of the ITG.
As discussed in the Introduction, such process has been reported in tokamaks and
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Figure 14:

supported by gyrokinetic GS2 simulations [37]. In order to assess the stabilizing eect
of collisionality on TEMs in the described discharges, a normalized electron frequency

νe∗ := νef f τo

can be dened, where

trapped electrons,

νef f := νe R/a is the eective collision frequency of

τo−1 ' 1/2 vth,e /R

is the typical trapped electron orbit time,

is the thermal velocity of electrons and

 = a/R

is the inverse aspect ratio. If

vth,e

νe∗  1,

trapped electrons may complete their orbits unimpeded by collisions thus allowing the
onset of TEM turbulence, which is suppressed by collisionality otherwise.

In order to discuss this eect, uctuations are represented in gure 14 as a function of

ηi

and

νe∗ .

As can be seen, uctuation amplitude is now well classied in

four quarters, separated by two threshold vales.

The rst is the

ηi ' 5

threshold

already discussed in gure 13, and separates third phase NBI and HP points from
the rest of the database. However, when considering ECRH discharges, a very clear
second threshold appears at

νe∗ ' 0.35, which eectively separates high density ECRH

discharges, featuring strong uctuations, and low density ECRH ones, for which turbulence is suppressed. Interestingly, for the points below the
also seems to be a trend towards lower amplitude as
case this eect is compounded with the

ηi

νe∗

ηi ' 5

threshold, there

is reduced (although in this

trend observed in gure 13, making it di-
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cult to conclude anything with the available data). This sharp separation of the two
groups of points, along with the reasonable value of the threshold and the already discussed dierent behaviour of the low ECRH discharges, is a strong indication that this
reduction might be caused by a transition from ITG-dominated to TEM-dominated
turbulence. The general implications of such transition would be rather complex and
are out of the scope of the present work. However, it could have some eects which
would lead to a clear reduction in the uctuations, as observed by the DR (although,
not necessarily to a global reduction of turbulence or turbulent transport): In particular, the region in real space with the most unstable modes would move away from the
outer midplane of the bean section being probed by the DR -and where ITG modes
are destabilized-, to regions with higher trapped electron fractions, which are generally away from the measurement zone [68]. In any case, while this hypothesis seems
reasonable and could explain the observed phenomena, either further empirical evidence or realistic simulations of the two regimes carried out with some gyrokinetic code
including kinetic electrons would be required to conrm it. This is left for future work.

Regarding the relation between turbulence suppression and the global perfor-
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mance of W7-X, some preliminary observations can already be made from the data
discussed so far. In particular, it can be seen how turbulence suppression is observed
in all regimes in which the

Ti,core ' 1.7

limit is exceeded: in gure 15,

sented as a function of the turbulence levels in the analyzed region

Ti,core

is repre-

0.5 < ρ < 0.6,

and

the same trend discussed in gure 13 can be seen in it, going from baseline cases into
third phase NBI ones (which go slightly over the threshold) and eventually into the HP
shots, which clearly overpass the clamping. This result, which could be extended to
less frequent situations in which this limit is surpassed such as the deliberate injection
of Boron [17], suggests that the local drop of turbulence observed by the DR when

ηi

is reduced is representative of a global suppression of turbulent transport, leading to
an enhanced performance of the machine. Finally, the behaviour of the
is in contrast with that of the

νe -suppression:

ηi -suppression

low density ECRH discharges also dis-

play a strong suppression of turbulence, but it does not lead to high

Ti,core

values,

supporting the hypothesis of a change in the kind of turbulence rather than a global
suppression. This picture is however somewhat complicated by the transient nature
of the

Ti,core

improvement in the NBI discharges: the continued increase of density

observed in that example leads to the reversal to
ing limit while

a/Ln

Ti,core ≤ 1.7

increases, keeping low values of

ηi

keV below the clamp-

and, in good agreement with

the ITG suppression hypothesis, consequently also low values of uctuations.

This

way, the stabilization of the ITG and the subsequent reduction of turbulent transport
would be a necessary condition for the achievement of high ion temperatures at the
core, but might require additional conditions related to the heating and fueling conditions (which, as explained earlier, are substantially dierent in NBI scenarios). In
order to clarify this point, the relation between local uctuations and global turbulent
transport will need to be systematically assessed for the discussed scenarios. This task
will be addressed in a forthcoming work.

In conclusion, we have created a database of DR measurements of ion-scale turbulence from the core of W7-X, representative of a number of relevant scenarios carried
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out in the standard conguration during the last experimental campaign. These measurements have then been cross-referenced with local measurements of gradients and
other parameters potentially inuencing the stability of turbulent modes, such as the

Te /Ti

ratio,

Er

and its shear. By doing so, we have identied a number of dierent

scenarios with respect to core turbulence amplitude: rst, there is common scenario
(thus designated as "baseline") found under most ECRH gas pung and many NBI
discharges, in which both uctuation amplitude and

ηi

are high, and

Ti,core ≤ 1.7

keV. Therefore, and taking into account that uctuation measurements come from
the region of bad curvature, this is considered consistent with ITG-dominated turbulence. Also in good agreement with such conclusion, amplitude of density uctuations
is observed to drop clearly as

ηi . 5

in the high performance phase (ECRH heating

after pellets) and one NBI scenario featuring limited ECRH heating.
temperature ratio and

Er

In this case,

seem to play a secondary role, but behave according to

expectations. Other family of discharges also show a strong reduction of uctuations
when density is reduced in ECRH plasmas. In this case, neither
change substantially, and

Te /Ti

ηi

nor

Er

seem to

is actually increased (which should lead to a further

destabilization of an ITG mode). Instead, it is found that this suppression is related
to a

νe∗ ' 0.35

collisionality threshold, therefore suggesting a possible ITG to TEM

transition changing the region in which modes destabilize preferentially and moving it
away from the DR measurement zone. Finally, it can be stated that for all scenarios
in which the usual
in the

Ti,core ' 1.7

0.5 < ρ < 0.6

keV is exceeded, a reduction of turbulence is observed

region following a clear reduction in the local value of

ηi ,

experi-

mentally validating the idea that the temperature clamping is associated to turbulent
transport and pointing towards the suppression of ITG turbulence as a necessary condition mechanism for it. This will be studied at length in a forthcoming work which
will deal with the relation between observed uctuations and turbulent transport, thus
trying to provide a solid link between dierent scenarios of operation in W7-X and
microturbulence behaviour, and contributing to the design of future experiments in
which transport can be kept under control and projected core temperatures eventually
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achieved.
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